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In North America, academic libraries’ data services have recently emerged as a new field during a very interesting time when academic libraries are adjusting themselves to be able to deal with more digital material and at the same time trying to be further involved in the academic research process. The academic world is also undergoing a transformation into a new paradigm of doing research called e-science, which is characterized by data-intensive and networked research. Managing and curating the ever-increasing amount of data seems to be a natural extension of the established function of libraries. However, if we look at the broader landscape of e-science and all the supporting systems that are under development accordingly, we will see more than one model of data services provided by different institutions, or by different combinations of institutions. This paper will summarize these two major e-science support models, both in North America and in Europe. For both data services planners and practitioners, we need more contextual learning about the academic world and the emergence of the e-science paradigm, and a more visionary view of libraries among all the services departments/agencies around us so that we all can better design our academic library services and continue to promote and develop it.

Introduction
The academic world is currently undergoing a period of transformation, involving the new research paradigm of e-science and e-research, and characterized by data-intensive and networked collaboration. At the same time, academic libraries are adjusting themselves to dealing with more digital material and trying to be further involved in the academic research process. This presents a unique opportunity for academic libraries to reinvent themselves based on the new e-science/e-research needs and issues that are generated in the research communities that we serve.

Over the last few years, new data service programs have emerged rapidly in academic libraries in the United States, which have worked hard to support data access and management, and which have approached institutional data curation as a natural extension of their traditional information organization and dissemination functions. But academic libraries are not always active initiators of data curation, especially in the current European context, in which national data centers have been developed to take on the responsibility of preserving publically-funded research data. However, even in such cases, academic libraries have the potential to act as effective mediators between researchers and information and communication technologies, funding agencies, and different entities within the centralized e-science/e-research infrastructure. Based on literature and reports that discuss current e-science/e-research development...
and academic libraries’ visions for our future, this article assesses trends in e-science/e-research and other aspects of new scholarly behavior that our academic libraries are particularly well-equipped to participate in and support, even beyond curating the final research products.

A Decade of E-Science/E-Research Development: National Funding Agencies’ Initiatives

Although we often talk about e-science/e-research as a new academic practice or way of doing research, as a social phenomenon, it is actually inseparable from a series of past national research funding programs and initiatives, especially in the UK and US. A review of the brief history of nationally-led e-science/e-research development reveals much about the origin, current status, and future potential of the field. Importantly, not only has the terminology moved away from a focus on e-science to include e-research, but the structure and focus of national investments have also been adjusted, with projections changing accordingly.

Origins and the Trend of Extension to All Disciplines

E-science, as a term describing the increasing amount of large-scale science being conducted through global collaboration and the use of the Internet, was first introduced when the UK Office of Science and Technology launched a funding initiative in 1999.1 In 2001, the UK National e-Science Center (NeSC) was established, and individual subject research councils began funding e-science projects within their own fields. In the US, the National Science Foundation (NSF) published a report in 2003 that used the term “cyberinfrastructure” to characterize the new information and communication technology that was supporting revolutions in the fields of science and engineering.2 Since 2005, government approaches to cyberinfrastructure have moved beyond science and engineering and toward a NSF-wide cross-directory grant program, but have remained very science-centric in terms of the projects that have been supported.3

While e-science and cyberinfrastructure were initially limited to describing hard science involving large-scale data that required high-capacity computing power to process, e-research was developed as a term that includes research practices in social sciences and humanities. These fields have been no less impacted by new information and communication technologies, and are also characterized by networked and data-intensive features. In e-Research: Transformation in Scholarly Practice, Jankowski generally defines the major dimensions of e-research as “computerization, virtual organization structure, internet-based tools, visualization, and the publication, distribution, and preservation of scholarship via the Internet”.4

The change in terminological focus from e-science to e-research demonstrates one major trend in the support system for new academic research practice, in its expansion beyond the fields of science and engineering and into the social sciences and humanities. In 2005, the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research Board became the Arts and Humanities Council (AHRC), and joined the other UK research councils in supporting general e-science programs, with a focus on e-humanities.5 In 2006, the US National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) launched the Digital Humanities Initiative, which in 2008 became a designated office with its own budget line.6 In terms of e-social science, in 2004, the UK Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) established the National Center for e-Social Science (NCeSS), as a part of the country’s e-science program.7 While in the US, e-social sciences has not yet earned widespread attention as an independent emerging field, in 2012, the NSF’s Cyberinfrastructure program began designating grants to support research in the fields of social and behavioral sciences.8

Different Models of E-Science/E-Research Support and Challenges for Future Development

Although both the UK and US are actively developing national funding programs to support e-science/e-research infrastructure and tools, they have otherwise adopted different strategies. With efforts led by national e-science and e-social science centers and research councils on all subjects, the UK has followed a clear national vision and design from the very beginning. In the US, the NSF initially encouraged bottom-up community engagement in the hope that infrastructure would aggregate upward like a pyramid, but later determined that community-level practices were too complicated, and that a spiral model involving a system gradually increasing in sophistication was more realistic.9 However different the models are in the UK and US, they face a common challenge: the wider range of adoption of developed systems and tools among researchers.
In a 2009 report reviewing three phases of an e-science program, the UK's research councils expressed their sense of accomplishment, in terms of the strong foundation that had been laid for future transformative research. Not only is national-level infrastructure now in better shape in the country, but institutional-level nodes and network infrastructure are well distributed and connected. Future challenges include continuing to fund the existing system and preparing for even larger volumes of data, and addressing the fact that individual researchers are still less connected with each other and with the infrastructure and tools that have already been developed.

In the US, although the community-based development strategy has attracted active participants from many research disciplines to work on e-science/e-research projects, tools, and infrastructure developments, collaboration is still limited, national-level coordinated infrastructure is very weak, and as in the UK, researchers lack incentives to adopt new tools and software. In 2009, the NSF Advisory Committee on Cyberinfrastructure (ACCI) stressed the importance of the higher education community and emphasized the need for members to participate in a coherent cyberinfrastructure and support and reward researchers' participation.

**Data Curation and Management Support Strategies: the UK And US**

Although data curation and management are natural and central components of e-science/e-research development, institutions and agents in the UK and US are reacting to the challenges and opportunities involved in different ways. In the UK, national data centers are more active in developing data curation and data management infrastructure and services, while in the US, academic libraries are on the front lines, investigating the data service needs of researchers, developing support systems to assist them, and addressing their data curation and management needs.

**UK National Data Centers, Centralized Data Curation, and Management Support**

In the UK, research councils in both the fields of science and social sciences are the major funding agencies for a group of well-established national data centers, including the UK Data Archive, UK Solar System Data Center, and Natural Geoscience Data center. In addition to helping to develop national-level research data repositories, these research councils also create data management policy regulations that enforce data sharing, and which have become increasingly explicit in addressing the roles, responsibilities, and costs and benefits involved. Furthermore, the UK research councils, together with higher education funding bodies, collectively fund data management support projects that can be directly used in UK research institutions. JISC (historically Joint Information Systems Committee, now a company) has been a centralized gateway for such funded projects. JISC has funded many aspects of data management support projects, including the development of training materials and data management infrastructure and data management planning tools. According to the recent announcement of a funded program that includes a data registry supporting data discovery and reuse, UK research library societies and associations have also become major stakeholders.

In 2010, Research Libraries UK (RLUK) conducted research on evolving research needs, and on the roles and skills that subject librarians require to meet these needs, based on surveys of a group of libraries with a good international coverage. The report identifies nine key areas, of which six are related to data and metadata. Subject librarians tend to lack knowledge and skills in these areas, and this should be considered in future training and recruitment activities. The report encourages subject librarians to go “into a world beyond information discovery and management, collection development and information literacy training, to one in which they play a much greater part in the research process and in particular in the management, curation and preservation of research data, and in scholarly communication and the effective dissemination of research outputs.”

**US Academic Libraries’ Data Curation and Management Support**

Within the bigger framework of e-science/e-research development, the US academic library community has been very consciously observing trends, bravely envisioning new support service areas, and practically experimenting with new librarianships through the data librarian and e-science librarian positions that have been rapidly established in many libraries. In 2006, the US Association of Research Libraries (ARL) appointed a task force to address e-science issues under the umbrella of the Steering Committees for Scholarly Com-
munication and for Research, Teaching, and Learning. The e-science task force gave its final report in 2007, making recommendations for the support of e-science in research libraries, systematically introducing both national and international contexts of e-science, and encouraging academic libraries to engage in all three aspects of e-science development: data issues, virtual organizations, and policy development areas. ARL maintains an e-science/e-research web portal collecting relevant articles and other resources, and also organizes e-science institutes that educate academic library leaders and familiarize them with relevant topics.

In 2009, ARL conducted a survey of its member libraries in the US and Canada, concerning their participation in their campuses’ e-science/e-research services. The report showed that academic libraries have only gradually started becoming active partners with institutions. While e-science/e-research support groups, data access, curation, and preservation are areas that library services can naturally fit into, libraries have not been very effective in influencing related policy developments.

In 2012, the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) conducted a survey of its members in the US and Canada, concerning their current states and future plans for research data services. The resulting report demonstrated a strong connection between academic libraries’ traditional practices of helping users locate resources and the currently most common data services: web guides that help locate data. Correspondingly, it found that most libraries were reassigning their existing librarians to new data service tasks. The report also found that only larger or doctoral-granting institutions were likely to offer additional informational/consultative and technical/hands-on research data services. It identified the data management requirements of research funding agencies (e.g. NSF) as the driving force for new research data services, and urged academic libraries to act on this opportunity quickly, keeping in mind that other campus units could reorganize and compete to provide similar services.

Academic Libraries and E-Science/E-Research Support: What’s Next?
The above summaries of research reports on current academic libraries’ data service support practices show that visionary library leaders from both the UK and US are advocating for academic librarians to take on more active and participatory roles in new e-science/e-research processes, in order to assist researchers in working more efficiently. For example, Medha Devare prescribes that librarians could be “middleware agents between systems and systems, and between people and people.” Despite this, there are still big gaps in librarians’ levels of knowledge and skills, e-science/e-research services are limited to data curation and management support, and new programs are being developed only by a few bigger research libraries.

The UK’s data management support system demonstrates that national data centers supported by national research councils and national digital preservation organizations (e.g. JISC) can also be active and effective agents that develop infrastructure and coordinate training for researchers, and that academic libraries can be reactive and collaborative partners in the process. However, even the UK model makes it clear that when a national initiative and visionary effort needs to practically influence researchers in their institutions and communities, academic libraries are a necessary connecting point between national regulations and requirements and individual practitioners. Academic libraries systematically reside in the vital positions between researchers and their broader research environments, which means that if librarians can be more sensitive, conscious, and responsive to the bigger trends of e-science/e-research development, we will have greater opportunities to thrive in the future by developing broader and deeper new relationships with the researchers that we serve.

Opportunities for Academic Libraries, Based on Structural Position and Historical Experience
The gaps and disconnections that exist between national e-science/e-research infrastructures, existing tools, individual researchers, and everyday practices have been identified by both the UK and US national funding agencies as major challenges for future development. Current discussions have focused on providing researchers with both “carrots” (e.g. tenure promotion recognition) and “sticks” (e.g. funding agency policies and regulations), encouraging them to adopt new e-science/e-research best practices. However, researchers do not mechanically follow directives based on carrots and sticks, and need to be understood, supported, and possibly educated on facing new challenges in their work. Scientists also need partners and
collaborators with whom to collectively pursue their research interests as they explore, discover, and serve the public. No existing agents are in a more perfect position that academic librarians to make connections that facilitate the technology adoption process.

Academic librarians have already developed very close relationships with the researchers in their institutions through traditional reference services and bibliographic instruction services. Academic libraries are also experienced in serving diverse campus-wide user groups, and many are partners in regional consortia and collaboration systems that involve multidisciplinary collaboration. Most academic libraries now combine their traditional technical services and public services with new digital library programs. In employing their new digital material preservation expertise, librarians are also speaking technical and research subject languages, and designing and implementing digital asset management systems. These skills could easily be adapted to help researchers manage new materials and projects, assisting them in identifying and adopting new e-science/e-research infrastructures and tools.

One good example of the new partnership role that librarians can take on is demonstrated by a report from Purdue Librarians, which indicates that from 2005 to 2006, 11 of the university’s librarians “participated in nine multidisciplinary proposals, including National Institutes of Health (NIH), National Science Foundation, and locally funded grants. It appears likely that more library science expertise can be leveraged to meet cross-multi-interdisciplinary research needs.” The Purdue Libraries also have a data curation center led by librarians with information system development experience, who are good at connecting technology with user needs.

Another good example of the type of connection that librarians could make, which goes beyond data curation and into everyday data collection practices, has been presented by Kristin Briney, in a talk on how librarians could make, which goes beyond data curation and into everyday data collection practices, that librarians could make, which goes beyond data curation and into everyday data collection practices, which dates back to the 1990s, makes it clear that academic librarians’ data services are not at all new.25 Traditional data services were provided mainly by social science subject librarians, based on the reference philosophy that is part of traditional library services theory. In contrast, data curation and management services are new areas in academic libraries, especially in terms of the involvement of new digital library departments and traditional system librarians’ expertise that go beyond bibliographic services related to references and subjects. Academic libraries may now be able to move past their traditional identities as stewards of the final products of research such as publications and data, and into the complete research life cycle, participating in more aspects of academic research. Other aspects of e-science/e-research development have not yet been widely analyzed in academic libraries, and could further broaden our views on research practices that are relevant to academic libraries, and thus potentially help us identify new service and partnership areas.

Although e-science/e-research has always involved at least two major aspects: data and collaborative virtual research environments (VREs), discussion about e-science/e-research among academic librarians in the US has primarily focused on data aspects, and particularly data curation and data management plans. Only a few visionary suggestions have been made so far, for example concerning librarians’ possible roles in VREs. For example, the British scholar Alan Masson has pointed out that librarians have been actively supporting and adding value to virtual learning environments (VLEs) and online class management systems, and thus could establish closer working relationships with researchers in VREs as well, developing information discovery and management tools and services that could be integrated into the workflow of the research communities.26

Despite the popularization of the more general term “e-research” as a replacement for the more limited “e-science,” in academic libraries, new data curation and management support programs continue to focus on science rather than social sciences and humanities. This is partly due to the existence of a relatively mature social sciences data archive in US, namely the
ICPSR (Interuniversity Consortium for Political and Social Research), and partly because of science researchers’ practical need to develop data management plans that are more strictly required by NSF. It is thus important to consider how academic librarians could more actively participate and assist researchers in the social sciences and digital humanities. Social sciences and digital humanities data are not hard to manage in terms of volume, in comparison to scientific data. However, social scientists and humanities researchers try to employ innovative approaches to presenting and visualizing their data, communicating their research results with each other and the public, with the help of new technologies developed in the larger e-science/e-research context. We have not seen many examples of new academic library services developed in these areas, with the exception of some new positions, such as digital humanities librarians and GIS specialists within forward-looking academic libraries. Academic librarians are in an ideal position to connect social sciences and humanities researchers and open up new possibilities for conducting and communicating research, if we are brave enough to grasp our opportunities to engage with the researchers that we serve, bringing them out from their small academic circles and into the evolving context and environment of new research.

Conclusion

Academic libraries have many means available to reinvent our programs and services based on our newly identified roles within research institutions. We can discover new research products that expand on existing structures and services and apply our traditional expertise in areas such as curating books and publications to new research materials such as research data. However, in doing so, we might also need to think outside of our traditional identities as curators of materials, and envision ourselves as active educators on new information and data literacy, acting as bridges between researchers and fast-changing research infrastructures and technologies, and as research partners in charge of research information management. With this in mind, academic libraries need to pay more attention to every aspect of e-science/e-research developments, including those that are historical and comparative, so that we understand our positions and importance within a broad holistic context. In addition to new program development, our research agendas should extend beyond practical concerns and into broader studies of the research environment, including its historical and sociological contexts and organizational and behavioral mechanisms, so that we can continuously adjust ourselves and stay relevant.

Notes

9. Ibid., 29-34.


